1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

2-\[N-(carboxymethyl)anilino\] acetic acid, with two symmetrically situated carboxylic acid groups (polyamino carboxylic acid), is a surface-active tertiary aryl amine. The presence of its iminodiacetic acid structure makes it acidic (pK~1~ = 2.5) in nature. With two fused, five membered chelate rings the iminodiacetate anion can act as a tridentate ligand to form a metal complex \[[@bb0030]\]. It also is an important entity to carry out the hepatobiliary (HIDA) scan which is an imaging technique used to detect problems of the liver.

PIDAA, in particular, has various applications associated with it. By the acid-amine complexation mechanism, PIDAA acid is expected to be proficient in triggering the polymerization of carboxylic acid monomers \[[@bb0035],[@bb0040]\]. The tertiary aryl amine structure of PIDAA makes it a prospective photochemical and chemical polymerization accelerator. By employing a diazotation reaction phenyl-iminodiacetic acid groups were covalently grafted onto multi-walled carbon nanotubes and it behaved as a valuable solid-phase extraction \[[@bb0045]\]. In addition, it is also used for Serve Acute Respiratory Syndrome Treatment (SARS). SARS is a viral respiratory disease caused by the SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) which leads to upper-respiratory tract illnesses \[[@bb0050],[@bb0055]\]. Theoretically, it was found that PIDAA docks itself to the crystal structure of human Angiotensin converting enzyme 4APH \[[@bb0060]\] and behaves as a possible treatment for SARS. Organic molecules that have the ability to act as pharmaceutical drugs can be analyzed for their relationship between structural and biological parameters. This can be devised by correlating the biological activity of the selected compounds with computable physiochemical parameters \[[@bb0065]\].

In view of these significant distinctions, the present work proposes to fully scrutinize the biological characterization of PIDAA along with the DFT calculations to investigate molecular geometry, electronic structure and chemical bond interactions. Computational characterization of the title molecule in terms of B3LYP provides an elaborate understanding of various properties of PIDAA. Dunning\'s basis set (aug-cc-pVDZ) has also been chosen apart from the regular basis set and implemented in various DFT methods. Computational techniques within the frameworks of DFT calculations and MD simulations provide outstanding tools for complementing experimental findings and understanding the reactivity of various molecular structures \[[@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085]\]. Various scientific and industrial areas rely on the efficiency of computational molecular modeling techniques \[[@bb0090], [@bb0095], [@bb0100], [@bb0105], [@bb0110]\].

2. Experimental and theoretical methods {#s0010}
=======================================

2.1. Physiochemical measurements {#s0015}
--------------------------------

The title compound 2-\[N-(carboxymethyl)anilino\]acetic acid (C~10~H~11~NO~4~) in the solid form was procured from the Alfa Aesar Chemical Company, (USA) and used without further purification for the spectral measurements. The Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrum of the compound was recorded in the region 4000--450 cm^−1^ using Spectrum one: FT-IR Spectrometer equipped with a KBr beam splitter. The FT-Raman spectrum was recorded on Bruker RFS 27: Stand-alone FT-Raman spectrometer using a 1064-nm line of a Nd:YAG laser source as the excitation source in the region 4000--100 cm^−1^ at the Sophisticated Analytical Instrumentation Facility (SAIF), IIT, Chennai, India. The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the sample was examined in the range 200--800 nm using Lambda 35 UV Winlab Spectrometer.

2.2. Theoretical methodology {#s0020}
----------------------------

Quantum chemical calculations in this work were carried out using Gaussian 09 W software package \[[@bb0115]\]. Employing the Becke--Lee--Yang--Parr functional (B3LYP) method \[[@bb0120]\] with 6-311++G(d,p) basis set, the structure of PIDAA was optimized using density functional theory (DFT). For all of the spectroscopic, molecular docking and physicochemical calculations, such as frontier molecular orbitals, molecular electrostatic potential map (MEP), thermodynamic and nonlinear optical properties in this study the optimized structural parameters were used.

The harmonic vibrational frequencies obtained calculations were scaled by 0.96 above 3000 cm^−1^ and 0.961 below 3000 cm^−1^ ranges, respectively. Using VEDA 4 program \[[@bb0125]\] the theoretical vibrational assignments was allotted by means of PEDs. The chemical bonding between the atoms of PIDAA was studied in terms of ELF and LOL \[[@bb0130]\]. The electronic absorption spectrum was calculated using the time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) in DMSO solution. The orbital contribution was analyzed using GaussSum software \[[@bb0135]\] and the optimized structure was docked using AutoDock Tools (ADT) Version 1.5.6 \[[@bb0140]\].

Schrödinger Materials Science Suite 2018-1 has been applied as well, for the computational study of title molecule. Particularly, Jaguar \[[@bb0145], [@bb0150], [@bb0155]\], Desmond \[[@bb0160], [@bb0165], [@bb0170], [@bb0175]\] and Maestro \[[@bb0180]\] programs preparation and visualization of results of the studied molecule. Same as in the case of Gaussian 09 W, a B3LYP exchange-correlation functional \[[@bb0185]\] has been used, together with 6-311++G(d,p) basis set for calculations of molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) and average local ionization energy (ALIE) surfaces. For calculations of bond dissociation energies for hydrogen abstraction (H-BDE), a 6-311G(d,p) basis set was used. MD simulations have been performed by using the OPLS3 force field \[[@bb0160],[@bb0190], [@bb0195], [@bb0200]\]. Simulation time was set to 10 ns, temperature to 300 K, the pressure to 1.0325 bar and cut-off radius to 12 Å. The modeling of MD systems was performed by placing the one molecule of PIDAA to the simulation box with around 3000 water molecules. The system was considered as isothermal--isobaric (NPT) ensemble, while the simple point charge (SPC) model \[[@bb0175]\] was used for the treatment of solvent. Maestro program was used for calculations of drug likeness parameters. Drug likeness parameters have been calculated for PIDAA, in order to evaluate its pharmaceutical potential. Frequently used drug likeness parameters in this study encompassed: number of rotatable bonds, hydrogen bond donors and acceptors (HBD and HBA, respectively), AlogP, polar surface area (PSA) and molar refractivity.

3. Results and discussions {#s0025}
==========================

The optimization convergence graph as seen in Fig. S1 shows that stable minimum energy was attained thereby showing that the structure of the title molecule considered for all the quantum computational calculations in this section is in the most stable completely optimized state.

3.1. Geometrical optimization {#s0030}
-----------------------------

Optimized structural parameters in terms of the bond distance and bond angles are presented in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} in accordance with the atom numbering scheme given in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} . The optimized geometry of the studied compound had a final geometric energy = −743.573 au and was compared with the structural parameters obtained from the crystallographic information file (CIF) of a similar molecule \[[@bb0205],[@bb0210]\]. The C000000000000 000000000000 000000000000 111111111111 000000000000 111111111111 000000000000 000000000000 000000000000O bond length was theoretically measured as 1.196 and 1.199 Å, which lie within the standard range 1.196--1.211 Å \[[@bb0215]\]. The presence of the adjacent O and N atoms leads to lone-pair-lone-pair repulsions thus, the bond lengths C8-C9 and C12-C13 are 1.538 Å and 1.535 Å are slightly shorter than the typical C---C bonds. N1-C2, N1-C9 and N1-C13 are abbreviated from the normal value (1.47 Å) \[[@bb0220]\]. The CC bonds (1.54 Å) are longer in comparison to the CH bonds (1.1 Å) due to the interaction between the N1 lone pair of electrons and the delocalized electrons in the ring \[[@bb0225]\].Table 1Optimized geometrical parameters of PIDAA: bond length (Å) and bond angles (°).Table 1ParameterExperimentalB3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)Bond length (Å)N1-C21.3991.359N1-C91.3511.467N1-C131.5011.463C2-C31.4091.432C2-C71.3941.433C3-C41.3871.375C3-H16--1.08C4-C51.3651.406C4-H170.98021.083C5-C61.381.406C5-H181.03751.083C6-C71.3941.375C6-H191.00971.083C7-H201.0251.081C8-C91.5041.539C8-O101.2001.196C8-O111.4121.344C9-H21--1.091C9-H22--1.085O11-H230.89860.972C12-C131.4961.535C12-O141.2001.199C12-O151.3031.335  Bond angle (°)C2-N1-C9129.6121.4C2-N1-C13--122.7N1-C2-C3119.5120.9N1-C2-C7121.7120.4C9-N1-C13112.1115.8N1-C9-C8114.5113.3N1-C9-H21--107.8N1-C9-H22--110.6N1-C13-C12111.2111.3N1-C13-H24--108.2N1-C13-H25--111.2C3-C2-C7118.8118.6C2-C3-C4118.7120.1C2-C3-H16119.7120.7C2-C7-C6120.5120.1C2-C7-H20120.4120.7C4-C3-H16--119.1C3-C4-C5122.1120.5C3-C4-H17--119.6C5-C4-H17--119.9C4-C5-C6118.8120.1C4-C5-H18119.7119.9C6-C5-H18--120C5-C6-C7121.1120.5C5-C6-H19117.8119.9C7-C6-H19120.6119.5C6-C7-H20119119.2C9-C8-O10122.5123.3C9-C8-O11113.3111C8-C9-H21--108.4C8-C9-H22--108.8O10-C8-O11125.5125.7C8-O11-H23--109.2H21-C9-H22--107.7C13-C12-O14124.1124.3C13-C12-O15109.8109.4C12-C13-H24--109.1C12-C13-H25--110.5O14-C12-O15126.0126.3C12-O15-H26--109.4  Dihedral angle (°)N1-C2-C3-C4176.6177.8N1-C2-C7-C6−177.3−178.9N1-C13-C12-O15177.3178.2N1-C9-C8-O11176.4173.2Fig. 1Optimized geometric structure with atom numbering of PIDAA.Fig. 1

Phenyl ring is found to be planar within 1° twist. Asymmetry of phenyl ring angles is evidence for deviation of *exo*-angles C7-C2-N1 and C3-C2-N1 which are 121.7° (120.4°) and 119.5° (120.9°). Deviation of angles from the normal value 120° is due to the presence of hyperconjugative interaction. The torsion angles N-C(13)-C(12)-O(15) and N-C(9)-C(8)-O(11) with value −1.8° and −3.6° indicate that the glycinato arms are almost planar. To increase the strain in the glycinato arms they can be coordinated.

3.2. Natural bond orbital analysis {#s0035}
----------------------------------

The electron transfers from filled bonding orbital (donor) to empty antibonding orbitals (acceptor) \[[@bb0230], [@bb0235], [@bb0240]\] leading to hyperconjugative interactions can be examined by employing the NBO analysis. The donor--acceptor interactions in the NBO basis were evaluated using the second-order Fock matrix \[[@bb0245], [@bb0250], [@bb0255]\]. The intensive interaction between electron-donors and electron-acceptors is a result of the larger *E*(2) value leading to a greater extent of conjugation of the whole system. The possible intensive interactions and the perturbation energies are given in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} .Table 2Second order perturbation theory analysis of Fock matrix in NBO basis of PIDAA.Table 2DonorTypeED/eAcceptorTypeED/eE(2)[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}E(j)-E(i)[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}F(i,j)[c](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}kcal/mola.u.a.u.NI-C2σ1.98401N1-C9σ\*0.02570.661.070.024N1-C13σ\*0.021710.631.060.023N1-C9σ1.97765N1-C2σ\*0.034241.161.090.032N1-C13σ1.98318N1-C2σ\*0.022820.931.10.029C 2 - C 3σ1.97598C 6 - C 7π\*0.3278418.420.280.064C 4 - C 5π\*0.344220.610.270.067C 3 - C 4σ1.97875N 1 - C 2σ\*0.034244.041.060.059C 2 - C 7σ\*0.02724.751.060.063C 4 - C 5σ\*0.014383.411.060.054C 4 - C 5π1.67086C 2 - C 3π\*0.3650318.30.270.063C 6 - C 7π\*0.3278420.140.270.066C 4 - H 17σ1.98166C 2 - C 3σ\*0.027143.651.060.056C 5 - C 6σ\*0.014393.61.060.055C 5 - H 18σ1.98116C 3 - C 4σ\*0.013743.71.050.056C 6 - C 7σ\*0.013433.681.060.056C 6 - C 7σ1.97869N 1 - C 2σ\*0.034244.051.060.059C 6 - C 7π1.67098C 2 - C 3π\*0.3650321.460.270.069C 4 - C 5π\*0.3442190.270.064C 9 - H 21σ1.97274N 1 - C 2σ\*0.034244.390.870.055C 8 - O 11σ\*0.099364.050.870.054C 9 - H 22σ1.97209N 1 - C 13σ\*0.021712.660.830.042C 8 - O 10σ\*0.022822.341.120.046C 8 - O 10π\*0.022823.940.510.042O 11 - H 23σ1.98478C 8 - C 9σ\*0.069653.911.130.06C 12 - C 13σ1.97759N 1 - C 2σ\*0.034243.11.060.051C 13 - H 24σ1.96648C 12 - O 14π\*0.222564.770.510.046C 13 - H 25σ1.96553N 1 - C 9σ\*0.02572.620.880.043C 12 - O 14σ\*0.023352.141.120.044C 12 - O 14π\*0.222565.060.510.047O 15 - H 26σ1.98514C 12 - C 13σ\*0.06133.941.130.06N 1LP (1)1.85254C 2 - C 3σ\*0.027144.820.780.056C 2 - C 3π\*0.365037.920.260.043C 2 - C 7σ\*0.02724.710.780.056C 8 - C 9σ\*0.069656.010.620.056C 9 - H 22σ\*0.025865.70.610.054C 13 - H 24σ\*0.021756.270.590.056C 13 - H 25σ\*0.021846.120.590.055O 10LP (2)1.85513C 8 - C 9σ\*0.0696517.290.650.097C 8 - O 11σ\*0.0993632.980.640.131O 11LP (1)1.97212C 8 - O 10σ\*0.022827.281.260.086C 8 - O 10π\*0.0228246.680.360.116O 14LP (1)1.96231C 9 - H 21σ\*0.040169.441.160.093O 14LP (2)1.83576C 9 - H 21σ\*0.0401612.480.750.089C 12 - C 13σ\*0.061315.490.670.093C 12 - O 15σ\*0.0892832.260.650.131O 15LP (1)1.97515C 12 - O 14σ\*0.023357.361.250.086O 15LP (2)1.81265C 12 - O 14π\*0.2225648.650.350.117[^1][^2][^3]

In the title molecule, π (C2-C3) → π\*(C4-C5) and π\*(C6-C7) has 20.61 and 18.42 kJ/mol, π (C4-C5) → π\*(C2-C3) and π\*(C6-C7) has 18.3 and 20.14 kJ/mol and π (C6-C7) → π\*(C2-C3) and π\*(C4-C5) has 21.46 and 19 kJ/mol hence they give stronger stabilization to the structure. The stabilization of some part of the ring is due to the intra-molecular hyper conjugation interaction of the σ and the π electrons of C---C to the anti C---C bond in the ring leads to as evident from [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. All these transitions with stabilization energies are corresponding to only three pairs of orbitals, namely (C2-C3), (C4-C5) and (C6-C7) which take place both in forward and backward directions among the orbitals within the ring structure. The interaction energy related to the resonance in the molecule is calculated on the basis of the electron donating from LP(2)O15 → π\* (C12-O14) which shows the maximum stabilization of 48.65 kJ/mol.

3.3. Natural atomic orbital and natural hybrid orbital analysis {#s0040}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The natural hybrid orbitals (NHOs) which is derived from the natural atomic orbital (NAO) centered on a particular atom through a unitary transformation result from a symmetrically orthogonalized hybrid orbital \[[@bb0260]\].

Table S1 lists the unique label of the NBO, natural atomic hybrids h~A~ and h~B~ of which the NBO is composed, the sp-hybridization (percentage s-character, p-character, etc.) and the polarization coefficient c~A~ and c~B~ of the atomic hybrids. The σ (N1-C2) bond is formed from a sp^2.72^ hybrid of carbon (which is the mixture of 26.83% of s and 73.07% of p atomic orbitals) and a sp^2.08^ hybrid of nitrogen (which is the mixture of 32.42% of s and 67.54% of p atomic orbitals). The higher electronegativity of the N1 atom is reflected in the larger polarization coefficient, c~A~ (0.785) for the N1 hybrid. This can be expressed as,$$\sigma_{CC} = 0.785\ \left( {sp}^{2.08} \right)_{\text{N1}} + 0.6195\left( {sp}^{2.72} \right)_{\text{C2}}$$

The bending of the bond is attained which is then expressed as the deviation angle between these two directions. Carbon of σCC is bent away from the line of C2--C7 centers by 1.6° in hybrid 1 and 1.3° in hybrid 2. Similarly, a little lower bending effect of 1.1° is also noticed at the C6--C7 in hybrid 1 and 1° in hybrid 2. The direction of geometry changes due to the geometrical optimization can be predicted using the data attained from Table S2.

3.4. Charge analysis {#s0045}
--------------------

The atomic charges of the PIDAA were calculated by natural population analysis (NPA). The Mulliken charges calculated at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) basis set are listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} and represented graphically in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} . All oxygen atoms have a negative charge, out of which O10 atom shows the highest value of −0.269 e. This is mainly due to the polar nature of carbonyl group and its participation in C-H...O hydrogen bonding interactions. The carbon atoms C7, C8 and C12 acquire positive charge while other carbon atoms of the molecule have a negative charge. Among carbon atoms, C8 possesses the highest positive value (0.266e) and C9 possesses the highest negative value (−0.635e). The highest positive charge on C8 is mainly due to its attachment with two adjacent electronegative oxygen atoms and resonance behavior within COOH group. The highest negative charge on C9 is due to its attachment with the highly electropositive C8 atom. All hydrogen atoms of the molecule are positively charged out of which H26 (0.292 e) has the highest charge. The nitrogen atom of the amino group is found to possess negative value.Table 3Mulliken charge distribution and local softness of PIDAA.Table 3AtomMulliken atomic chargesLocal softness0, 1 (N)N + 1 (−1, 2)N-1 (1,2)sr^+^ ƒr^+^sr^−^ƒr^−^sr^0^ ƒr^0^1 N0.3330.5150.4850.038−0.0320.0032 C−0.534−1.871−0.537−0.2800.001−0.1393 C−0.117−0.056−0.0480.013−0.014−0.0014 C−0.5420.201−0.5330.155−0.0020.0775 C−0.2411.028−0.1920.265−0.0100.1286 C−0.2410.292−0.2210.111−0.0040.0547 C0.249−0.9520.283−0.251−0.007−0.1298 C0.2660.5490.2770.059−0.0020.0299 C−0.635−0.002−0.7070.1320.0150.07410 O−0.269−0.306−0.167−0.008−0.021−0.01511 O−0.130−0.113−0.1190.004−0.0020.00112 C0.121−0.2470.131−0.077−0.002−0.04013 C−0.1352.280−0.2030.5050.0140.26014 O−0.240−0.199−0.2010.009−0.0080.00015 O−0.129−0.185−0.108−0.012−0.004−0.00816 H0.146−0.1940.194−0.071−0.010−0.04117 H0.179−0.3790.239−0.117−0.013−0.06518 H0.156−0.1950.222−0.073−0.014−0.04419 H0.184−0.2740.245−0.096−0.013−0.05420 H0.145−0.2190.190−0.076−0.009−0.04321 H0.2810.2850.3290.001−0.010−0.00522 H0.1540.0830.244−0.015−0.019−0.01723 H0.2900.1300.326−0.033−0.008−0.02124 H0.203−0.0860.266−0.061−0.013−0.03725 H0.212−0.2300.283−0.093−0.015−0.05426 H0.292−0.8550.323−0.240−0.006−0.123Fig. 2The calculated Mulliken charge of PIDAA.Fig. 2

3.5. Local reactivity descriptors: MEP and ALIE surfaces {#s0050}
--------------------------------------------------------

Local reactivity properties of the studied molecule have been firstly addressed by the MEP and ALIE quantities, which are frequently used quantum-molecular descriptors visualized by their mapping to the electron density surface \[[@bb0090],[@bb0265], [@bb0270], [@bb0275], [@bb0280], [@bb0285], [@bb0290], [@bb0295], [@bb0300]\]. MEP surface indicates the abundance or the excess of electrons at certain molecular sites, while ALIE surface indicates molecular sites where electrons require the lowest amount of energy to be removed. ALIE is defined as the sum of orbital energies weighted by the orbital densities \[[@bb0270],[@bb0305]\] and according to its interpretation, it is a better descriptor than MEP, when it comes to the identification molecular sites sensitive towards the electrophilic attacks. MEP and ALIE surfaces of PIDAA have been presented in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} . MEP and ALIE surfaces identify two different regions as possibly sensitive towards the electrophilic attacks. MEP surface recognizes oxygen atoms (double bonded to carbon atoms) as molecular sites with the lowest MEP values, and therefore as sensitive towards the electrophilic attacks. On the other side, ALIE surface recognizes nitrogen atom and benzene ring carbon atoms as molecular sites where the electrons are least tightly bonded, indicating the sensitivity of these locations to electrophilic attacks as well. MEP surface indicates that the hydrogen atoms of the OH groups are characterized by the highest MEP and therefore should be sensitive towards the nucleophilic attacks. These molecule sites are also characterized by the highest ALIE values.Fig. 3MEP and ALIE surfaces of PIDAA.Fig. 3

3.6. Hyperpolarizability analysis {#s0055}
---------------------------------

A large degree of hyperpolarizability is a useful measure to determine potential materials for optoelectronic applications. The relationship between the structure of the molecule and the optical properties helps in designing materials for such applications \[[@bb0310]\] which can be established using DFT. B3LYP/6-311G(d,p), B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ (Dunning) and B3LYP/cc-pvtz methods were employed to determine the microscopic optical properties of PIDAA. Computations using Dunning\'s correlation consistent basis set have a benefit that it has additional functional implemented in the basis set i.e. augmented with additional polarization and diffuse functions and hence higher precision is attained from the calculated values from this functional when compared to the values calculated from other two combinations.

The highest values of the dipole moment were found to be 1.034D along μ~z~ computed from B3LYP at 6-311++G (d,p) basis set. For the X and Y directions, the values are equal to −0.267 and −0.109D, as shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} . Sufficiently high value of dipole moment which was almost similar to the dipole moment of urea (1.741D) shows strong intermolecular interactions. The polarizability component, α~xx~ has a greater influence on the static polarizabilities. α and β varied depending on the type of DFT methods. Urea is frequently used as a threshold value for comparative studies since it is a prototypical molecule used in the study of the nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of molecular systems \[[@bb0315]\]. The first order hyperpolarisability total value for the title molecule calculated is 3.140 × 10^−30^ esu which is about 3.5 times greater than that of urea (0.92793 × 10^−30^ esu). This large hyperpolarisability value of the title molecule indicates that it has considerable NLO properties. The π-electron cloud movement from donor to acceptor might be responsible for the molecule to be highly polarized and thus makes the intra- molecular charge transfer possible. PIDAA may be thus a potential applicant in the development of NLO materials.Table 4Dipole moment, static polarizability and first hyperpolarizability components of PIDAA by B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).Table 4PropertyParameterPIDAAUreaB3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)B3LYP/cc-pvtzB3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZB3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)Dipole moment, μ(debye)μ~x~−0.267−0.216−0.270−0.806μ~y~−0.109−0.142−0.1071.543μ~z~1.0341.0241.051−0.008μ(D)1.0731.0571.091−1.741Polarizability, α(esu)α~xx~181.035177.225187.34737.245α~xy~−5.063−5.044−5.304−0.194α~yy~126.505121.855130.41837.988α~xz~−0.3381.2370.7280.052α~yz~−4.535−5.046−4.789−0.063α~zz~117.193107.532122.21924.012α (a.u)141.578135.537146.66233.081α (e.s.u)2.098 × 10^−23^2.009 × 10^−23^2.174 × 10^−23^0.491 × 10^−23^Δα (a.u)39.2313.513330.26065.933Δα (e.s.u)4.731 × 10^−23^4.646 × 10^−23^4.895 × 10^−23^0.9771 × 10^−23^First hyperpolarizability, β(esu)β~xxx~−302.594−267.131−324.23023.748β~xxy~−13.708−25.128−17.21317.376β~xyy~−19.404−22.997−23.741−55.468β~yyy~31.61438.97732.10244.220β~zxx~66.14179.58076.405−0.489β~xyz~−30.979−42.606−33.5080.034β~zyy~10.97526.96912.425−0.531β~xzz~−36.78033.738−21.162−19.037β~yzz~−4.39712.557−11.40533.038β~zzz~−20.470−20.851−20.470−1.062β~o~ (a.u)363.473271.620375.425107.407β~o~ (e.s.u)3.140 × 10^−30^2.347 × 10^−30^3.243 × 10^−30^0.927 × 10^−30^

3.7. Electronic spectral analysis {#s0060}
---------------------------------

UV--visible analysis of PIDAA was carried out using TD-DFT method at B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of basis set. The calculated absorption peak, excitation energies and oscillator strength (f) were presented in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} . Due to the specific solute-solute and solute-solvent interaction in form of hydrogen bonding, the intensities, positions and shapes of the electronic absorption bands are usually altered when the absorption spectra are recorded in solvents of different polarity.Table 5Comparison of the electronic properties of PIDAA attained experimentally (DMSO and distilled water) and calculated by TD-DFT/B3LYP method.Table 5ExperimentalExcited stateTD-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)DMSODistilled waterGas phaseSolvent phase (DMSO)Solvent phase (distilled water)λ~max~\
(nm)Band gap\
(eV)λ~max~\
(nm)Band gap\
(eV)λ~cal~\
(nm)Band gap\
(eV)Energy\
(cm^−1^)f^⁎^λ~cal~\
(nm)Band gap\
(eV)Energy\
(cm^−1^)f^⁎^λ~cal~\
(nm)Band gap\
(eV)Energy\
(cm^−1^)f^⁎^3213.8653163.964S~1~3213.8731,1940.023133.96531,9580.023133.96731,9750.023193.8893113.989S~2~2984.1633,5320.033064.05432,6780.053064.05532,6790.053163.9263084.028S~3~2934.2334,0960.062944.21333,9570.032944.21433,9680.03

Electronic spectrum of PIDAA in DMSO solvent reveals the absorption peaks at 316, 319 and 321 nm due to π → π\* and n → π\* transition and the small peak attained at 229 nm is accredited to the solvent DMSO as seen in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} . The absorption spectra of PIDAA in DMSO solution are slightly red shifted when compared to the spectrum in distilled water (308, 311 and 313 nm), indicating relatively strong guest--host interaction between the title molecule and the DMSO environment resulting in spectral shifts. The dipolarity/polarizability, π\* = 1, the scale of the solvent hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) basicities = 0.76 and scale of the solvent hydrogen bond donor (HBD) acidities, α = 0 for DMSO solvent. In addition to the wavelength of absorbance of DMSO to be coinciding with the title molecule\'s UV range, the presence of sulphur with a double bonded oxygen brings alteration in the spectra. The solvent polarity and dipole increased, resulting in the polarity of the solute to increase. It also caused the maximum wavelength red shift and decreased the absorbance as observed at 321 nm. The result showed that π bonding orbital structure jumped into antibonding π\* orbital. The band gap obtained in the presence of DMSO and distilled water ranged between 3.865--3.928 eV and 3.964--4.028 eV respectively. When compared to the theoretically obtained energy gap from the FMO analysis this value showed slight deviations due to the difference in phase of measurement.Fig. 4Experimental UV--Vis absorption spectra of PIDAA in solvents DMSO and distilled water.Fig. 4

In the solid state, the π → π\* absorption is at 293.292 nm and n → π\* transition is red shifted to 320.577 nm. It is noted theoretically that PIDAA has no absorption in the entire visible region and low energy band gap which is an essential feature for the frequency doubling process in solid state lasers \[[@bb0320]\]. The calculated band at 320.577 nm in the theoretical spectrum corresponds to the transition of HOMO to LUMO (97%). The second dominant band observed at 298.223 nm in the theoretical spectrum corresponds to the transition of HOMO to LUMO+1 (90%). The third dominant band observed at 293.292 nm for PIDAA originates mainly from the transitions between HOMO to LUMO +2 (63%) and by the minor contributions from HOMO to LUMO+3 (25%) and HOMO to LUMO+5 (2%).

3.8. Frontier molecular orbital analysis {#s0065}
----------------------------------------

The HOMO-LUMO energies and the energy gap between them calculated at B3LYP/6-311 G(d,p) level are −5.677, −0.926 and 4.751 eV respectively. The low energy gap associated with PIDAA denotes a reactive nature in this molecule. The comparatively low value of band gap has its application in modifying the properties of optical devices. The distributions and energy levels of the HOMO--2, HOMO--1, HOMO, LUMO, LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 orbitals computed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level for the title compound are represented in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} . HOMO is slightly delocalized in carbon atoms with greater influence on the rest of the groups while LUMO is mainly delocalized in carbon atoms of the phenyl ring. HOMO--1 is delocalized over the carbon atoms of phenyl ring with lesser influence and LUMO+1 is localized on the phenyl ring as well as over the nitrogen atom. HOMO--2 is delocalized over the carbonyl group and LUMO+2 is localized on the phenyl ring and the nitrogen atom with slight influence over the carbonyl group. Due to the strong electron-acceptor ability of the electron-acceptor group, the LUMO has higher stability leading to low HOMO--LUMO band gap. The calculated energy values are presented in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} which reveals the chemical reactivity of title compound and proves the occurrence of eventual charge transfer within the molecule. The molecule is not very hard owing to the chemical hardness (2.375) with strong energy transformation \[[@bb0325]\]. The toxicity of the title molecule is substantially low due to low softness value (0.210). Electrophilicity index is one of the crucial Conceptual Density Functional Theory (CDFT) based descriptor used to study bio-activities \[[@bb0330]\]. The sufficiently high value of the electrophilicity index (2.294) acts as a precursor to analyzing the title molecule for its biological activity in terms of molecular docking where the title compound PIDAA is the ligand and is docked to a suitable protein.Fig. 5Atomic orbital HOMO - LUMO composition of the frontier molecular orbital of PIDAA.Fig. 5Table 6Calculated energy values of the PIDAA by B3LYP/6-311++G (d, p).Table 6Molecular propertiesEnergy (eV)Energy gap (eV)Ionization potential (I)Electron affinity (A)Global hardness (η)Electro negativity (χ)Global softness (σ)Chemical potential (μ)Global electrophilicity (ω)E~HOMO~−5.67664.7515.6770.9262.3753.3010.210−3.3012.294E~LOMO~−0.926E~HOMO-1~−6.98796.3196.9880.6693.1603.8280.158−3.8282.319E~LUMO+1~−0.6686E~HUMO-2~−7.08646.4577.0860.6303.2283.8580.155−3.8582.305E~LUMO+2~−0.6297

The TDOS, PDOS and the COOP spectra were plotted as seen in Fig. S2. A realistic description of the FMOs cannot be achieved considering only the HOMO and LUMO. Thus, TDOS, PDOS and COOP were calculated and created by convoluting the MO information with Gaussian curves. The fragment orbitals contributing to the MO were majorly by the C---O orbitals followed by the O---H, N---C and least by the C---H. The overlap on C---H with O---H (very weak) and N---C with C---O (medium) is due to the positive overlap population (bonding interactions) while the overlap on N---C with O---H (very weak), C---H with C---O (strong) and C---H with N---C (very strong) is due to the negative overlap population (anti-bonding interactions).

A correlation is drawn been the trends associated with the HOMO-LUMO gap with charge transfer that occurs as a consequence of the first three excitations. The Multiwfn \[[@bb0335], [@bb0340], [@bb0345]\] program has been employed to reconnoiter the charge transfer (CT) due to the first excitation by examining electron density variation \[[@bb0350]\]. In addition, the calculation of Δr index \[[@bb0355]\] is a quantitative indicator of electron excitation mode. The initial calculations show that the excitation mode 1, 2 and 3 possess a strong probability to exhibit Charge Transfer excitation or Rydberg character since the values of Δr are \>2.0 Å. However final conclusions can be made only after the visualization of the electron and hole distribution. On visualization, it was observed that the result generated by the medium quality grid for the integral of the hole (0.9700), electron (0.9697) and transition density (≈0) lie in concurrence with the ideal values. The distance between the centroid of hole and electron is a measure of CT length. The considerably small value indicates the shorter length for the charge transfers. The RMSD of hole distribution that provides an insight into the distribution breadth shows it is much broader in X direction in comparison to the Y and Z direction. The t index that measures the extent of separation between the hole and electron in the title compound shows negative values along the X, Y and Z direction. The distribution of hole, electron and both simultaneously are shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} (at default isovalue 0.002). It can be observed that there is a spatial separation between the hole-electron distribution thus indicating charge transfer. From the output, we can see that the integral of overlap of hole-electron distribution (S) is 0.2907 for transition mode 1 which is greater when compared to transition mode 3 (0.1288). The distance between the centroid of hole and electron (D) for mode 3 (2.3487 Å) which is larger when compared to that of mode 1 (0.9981 Å). These quantitative data show that transition mode 3 has conspicuously stronger CT character than mode 1.Fig. 6Visualization of the (a) hole distribution (b) electron distribution (c) the hole and electron distributions (represented as blue and green isosurfaces respectively).Fig. 6

3.9. Vibrational spectral analysis {#s0070}
----------------------------------

Based on FT-IR, FT-Raman spectra and vibrational wavenumbers computed at B3LYP/6-311++G (d,p) level of basis set the vibrational spectral analysis is carried out. Both the theoretical and experimental FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra are depicted in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} respectively with a Pure Lorentzian band shape. The computed and experimental wavenumbers and their assignments are presented in [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} . The title molecule has 26 atoms leading to 72 fundamental vibrations which show C~S~ and C~1~ point group symmetry with all the vibrations active in both FT-IR and FT-Raman. The significantly high percentage of Potential Energy Distribution attained for most of the fundamental modes of vibration shows the greater stability of the molecule under C~1~ symmetry with 27 stretching, 43 bending and 16 torsion coordinates.Fig. 7FT-IR spectra PIDAA using DFT/6-311++G (d,p) and experimental dataFig. 7Fig. 8FT-Raman spectra of PIDAA using DFT/6-311++G (d,p) and experimental dataFig. 8Table 7Observed and calculated vibrational frequency of PIDAA at B3LYP method with 6-311++G (d,p) basis set.Table 7ExperimentalTheoreticalIRRamanAssignments (PED)[d](#tf0035){ref-type="table-fn"}Frequency (cm^−1^)Frequencies (cm^−1^)IntensityIntensityFT-IRFT-RamanUnscaledScaled[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}Absolute[b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}RelativeAbsolute[c](#tf0030){ref-type="table-fn"}Relative3625(w)--37623611861618685γ OH (100)----375336036712218100γ OH (100)----319830703118083γ CH (89)3095(m)3067(m)3190306219315873γ CH (98)----318130542244621γ CH (82)----316930427112055γ CH (93)3017(m)--31623035513616γ CH (98)----31212996103014γ CH (99) + γ CH (84)----30932969414420γ CH (96)2924(s)2928(m)307529521739946γ CH (100)2837(m)--299728803269343γ CH (97)--1886(m)182117504748631γ OC (85)1681(vs)1680(m)18111741305105γ OC (86)1601(vs)1600(s)1640157679147334γ CC (51)1502(vs)161815559294γ CC (50) + β CCC (−10)1446(s)1507(m)15281469911711β HCC (69)----148414272021γ CC (20) + β HCC (34)----14761418112136τ HCCO (25) + β HCH (28)----1468141150921β HCH (73) + τ HCCO (10)1373(vs)1374(m)142413696152β HCH (34) + τ HCCO (21)----1391133731632τ HCCO (29) + β HCH (16)----1379132674132411β HCC (62)----135913067111γ CC (52)1313(s)--1333128110273β HOC (17) + β HCC (12) + τ HCCO (20)----130812577142β HOC (44)----1302125112263β HOC (27) + β HCC (39)--1281123110252β HCC (31)1247(s)--1239119110619167γ NC (29) + β HCC (15)1226(vs)1227(w)122411761021γ NC (29) + β HCC (17)----120711604131β HCC (75)1189(s)--118211361042β HCC (72)----114511002003652γ OC (51) + β HOC (28)1073(w)--1130108655310011γ OC (54) + β HOC (24)----110710645100γ CC (46) + β HCC (15)1030(w)1035(w)107410325132γ CC (39)----104910081223315τ HCCO (27)990(m)992(w)1012973414521β CCC (73)972(m)--99495524410τ HCCO (35) + ω OCOC (28)952(m)--9909521000τ HCCN (35) + τ CCCC (24)----977939661253τ HCCN (90)----97393512200γ NC (51) + γ CC (12)867(s)887(w)9068713100τ HCCN (46) + τ CCCC (13) + τ HCCN (27)843(s)--875840122105γ CC (41) + β CCN (11)----8458121222411γ CC (51) + β CCN (12)--8358022063τ HCCN (95)759(s)775(w)8067757184τ HCCN (65) + ω NCCC (14)----77474441721γ NC (14) + β CCC (66)692(m)--70868048900τ CCCC (35) + ω NCCC (14) + τ HCCN (29)662(m)--668642551042γ OC (12) + β HCH (29) + β CCN (13)----66063533621τ HOCC + ω OCOC (30)----64762244800τ HOCC (42) + ω OCOC (24)--615(w)64161647942β HCH (26) + β CCC (32)592(w)--6316071042β CCC (25) + β HCH (34)574(w)--579556781411β HCH (17) + β NCC (12) + ω NCCC (12)----557535651221τ HOCC (75)525(w)--51349322421τ HOCC (43) + ω OCOC (24)----49347410200β OCC (29) + ω NCCC (23)----48546614210β NCC (24) + ω CCCN (11)--422(w)4424244121τ HCCN (25) + τ CCCC (64)----4184021010γ NC (14) + β OCC (34)----3463332010β CCC (12) + β OCC (18) + β NCC (10)----3213090052β OCC (26) + β NCC (15)----3032911000β NCC (20) + β CCN (20)--226(w)2432332011β CCN (45)----1961884110τ CCCC (13) + τ CCNC (35)--135(vs)1741676110τ CCNC (48)--95(s)1201153110β CCN (14) + τ CCNC (17) + ω CCCN (16) + β NCC (14)----55531010τ OCCN (31) + ω CCCN (−29)----51491042β NCC (12) + τ OCCN (56) + τ CNCC (11)----45441010τ OCCN (38) + τ CCNC (37)----38370052τ CNCC (72)----36351031γ NC (10) + β NCC (31) + τ CCNC (12)[^4][^5][^6][^7]

The hydroxyl group stretching vibrations generally appear in the region around 3500 cm^−1^ \[[@bb0360],[@bb0365]\]. In the IR spectrum, a broad intense band observed at 3423 cm^−1^, is assigned to OH stretching vibration, and its intensity is less than that of free OH vibration due to the existence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Theoretically, the stretching vibrations are observed at 3611(O15-H26) and 3603 (O11-H23) cm^−1^. The in-plane OH deformations appear in the region 1440--1260 cm^−1^ \[[@bb0370]\]. A medium band at 1313 and a strong band at 1073 cm^−1^ in IR is assigned to the in-plane bending vibration of OH group. This pure mode shows 100% PED contribution. In general, the aromatic CH stretching bands commonly exhibit multiple peaks in the spectral range of 3100--3000 cm^−1^ \[[@bb0375]\] with strong Raman intensity. There is a possibility for the absence of Raman bands in certain expected regions in the experimental spectra due to high levels of polarization in this domain. The title compound has five C---H moieties of the benzene ring in addition to two isolated CH bonds. The expected C---H stretching vibrations correspond to mode numbers from 62 to 70. The calculated frequencies of the C---H stretching vibrations 3070, 3062, 3054, 3042, 3035, 2996, 2969, 2952 and 2880 cm^−1^ show very good agreement with experimental data 3095, 3017, 2924 and 2837 cm^−1^ in the IR spectrum as weak bands. The PED of these C---H stretching vibrations is almost pure.

A varying level of strong and weak intensity bands are observed in case of CH in-plane ring bending vibrations in the region 1300--1000 cm^−1^ \[[@bb0380]\]. CH in-plane bending vibrations of the present compound is found at 1469 and 1136 cm^−1^ theoretically and experimentally between 1446 and 1189 cm^−1^ of the FT-IR spectrum while between 1507 and 1227 cm^−1^ of the FT-Raman spectrum. The interference of the in and out-of-plane bending vibrations of other functional groups such as CC and CN with low PED percentages leads to the slight overestimation in this region. The CO stretching vibrations have a strong absorption band which is expected in the region of 1850--1550 cm^−1^ \[[@bb0385]\]. The frequency of the stretching vibration is decreased due to the localization of p electron conjugation thus leading to a decrease in the double bond character of the CO group. In the molecule, a comparatively medium strength band in FT-Raman spectrum at 1886 and 1680 cm^−1^ was assigned to CO stretching vibration. Theoretically, vibrations are observed at 1750 and 1741 cm^−1^ with significant PED contribution. The medium peak observed in the Raman spectrum is due to p electron releasing effect in the CO that causes a change in the polarizability during vibrational motion.

The compound containing C---O group causes absorption as a very strong band at 1310--1095 cm^−1^ \[[@bb0390]\]. The recorded spectrum shows sufficiently strong band in FT-IR spectrum at 1073 cm^−1^ and theoretically at 1100 and 1086 cm^−1^ which are in good agreement with each other. The computed CO in-plane bending vibrations attained in the lower frequency region range. The bands in the range of 1650--1400 cm^−1^ are assigned to carbon vibrations \[[@bb0395]\] while the ring stretching vibrations (C=C) is expected within the region 1300--1000 cm^−1^ \[[@bb0400]\]. In the present study the FT-IR bands observed at 1601, 1502, 1030 and 843 cm^−1^ and Raman bands observed at 1600 and 1035 cm^−1^. The theoretical frequencies assigned to CC stretching vibrations are 1576, 1555, 1427, 1306, 1064, 1032, 935, 840 and 812 cm^−1^. The PED of these vibrations for both the molecules is mixed modes. The skeletal CC vibrations are not disturbed by the substitutional groups. However, the addition of substituents brings considerable variations in the CC stretching which is attributed to the fact that an interference is caused by CN bands which also coincides with this range. The C--C--C trigonal bending modes are assigned to the bands at 1555, 973, 744 and 616 cm^−1^. As it is evident from PED the C-C-C trigonal bending mode is a mixed mode.

Frequency nearer to 1500 cm^−1^ indicates CN bonds while frequency nearer 1300 cm^−1^ indicates the presence of C---N bonds \[[@bb0405]\]. The band at 1247 and 1226 cm^−1^ in FT-IR and 1227 cm^−1^ in FT-Raman is assigned to C---N stretching vibration indicates the presence of C---N bond. The theoretically scaled values at 1191 and 1176 cm^−1^ correlate with experimental observation. The PED of these vibrations is mixed modes.

3.10. Chemical bonding analysis {#s0075}
-------------------------------

The impetus for a density-based description of chemical bonding led to the development of new descriptors such as the electron localization function (ELF) introduced by Becke and Edgecombe \[[@bb0410]\] and localized-orbital locator (LOL) \[[@bb0415],[@bb0420]\], These methods are mainly based on topological methods. The kinetic-energy density, τ acts as the central property on which the localization descriptors are built on since the lowering of the quantum kinetic-energy density by orbital sharing is the driving force of covalent bonding \[[@bb0425],[@bb0430]\]. Consideration of the electron pair density is the foundation of ELF while LOL simply recognizes that gradients of localized orbitals are maximized when localized orbitals overlap.

### 3.10.1. Electron localization function (ELF) {#s0080}

Electron delocalization is an important parameter to explain the aromaticity of a molecule, the nature of chemical bonding in transition metal complexes \[[@bb0435]\] and most importantly it directly reveals the Pauli exchange repulsion effect by measuring the excess of local kinetic energy due to Pauli repulsion which has several applications in VSEPR theory \[[@bb0440]\]. It was observed that high value occurs between the carbon atoms in the phenyl ring while the values are higher between the boundary carbon atoms in the ring with the hydrogen atom. This is because of the overlap of the sp. orbital of carbon with the s orbital of the hydrogen which is electronically more stable. By examining the value of the carbon and nitrogen atom (C2-N1) the bonding is considerably weaker with the lowest value between N1-C9. This observation can be substantiated from the NBO output where the stabilization energy between the nitrogen and carbon atoms is low. Furthermore, an n-σ\* anomeric effect is expected between the lone pair on the carbonyl oxygen atom \[[@bb0445]\]. This leads to a deformation of the ELF distribution around the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group as observed in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} . By examining ELF values of oxygen along the carboxylic acid group, values were lower (represented by blue). The electrons in the bonds between the carbon‑carbon atoms showed localization (represented by red region) in comparison to the electrons in the bonds between carbon‑hydrogen (represented by green region).Fig. 9Color-filled map of electron localization function of PIDAA.Fig. 9

### 3.10.2. Localized orbital locator (LOL) {#s0085}

Molecular orbitals which are concentrated in a limited spatial region constitute the Localized molecular orbitals. [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} shows its Localized Orbital Locator (LOL) distribution under 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. It is worth noting that the red color in [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} somewhat intrudes into the interstitial space between boundary atoms. The low stabilization energy as observed from the NBO results between the carbon‑nitrogen bonds is reflected as comparatively low values in the LOL figure and a distortion between the N1-C9 atoms \[[@bb0415],[@bb0420],[@bb0450]\].Fig. 10Relief map with projection of localized orbital locator of PIDAA.Fig. 10

3.11. Sensitivity towards autoxidation and influence of water {#s0090}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Sensitivity towards the autoxidation mechanism can be predicted by the DFT calculations since the correlation between this mechanism and bond dissociation energy for hydrogen abstraction (H-BDE) has been established \[[@bb0455]\]. This is of great practical importance, since oxidative reactions are very significant for the removal of organic pollutants through their degradation \[[@bb0460]\]. Sensitivity towards the autoxidation mechanism is indicated if the calculated H-BDE values are between 70 and 85 kcal/mol \[[@bb0465],[@bb0470]\], while the region between 85 kcal/mol and 90 kcal/mol could also be of importance for autoxidation, but must be taken with caution \[[@bb0470]\]. According to the results of H-BDE provided in [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} , PIDAA might have interesting sensitivity towards the autoxidation mechanism.Fig. 11H-BDE values of PIDAA.Fig. 11

Calculated H-BDE values indicate that the large part of the PIDAA molecule might be sensitive towards the autoxidation mechanism. Namely, hydrogen atoms of carbon atoms C9 and C13 might be highly sensitive towards the autoxidation mechanism since the calculated H-BDE values are having values of \~80 kcal/mol. Hydrogen atoms belonging to OH group might also be sensitive towards the autoxidation, with the calculated H-BDE values of \~83 kcal/mol. Understanding stability of pharmaceutical molecules in water is of high importance not only for predicting their pharmacokinetics, but also to be able to understand the influence of hydrolysis mechanism with respect to degradation procedure. For these purposes, we have performed MD simulations and calculated radial distribution functions (RDF), in order to identify atoms with pronounced interactions with water molecules. For PIDAA, RDFs for atoms with significant interactions with water molecules are visualized in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 12Representative RDFs of PIDAA\'s atoms.Fig. 12

3.12. Solubility parameter {#s0095}
--------------------------

Excipients are substances that improve several pharmaceutical properties of a compound including stabilization, solubility, loading, etc. Frequently used excipients are polymer polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or sugar molecules such as maltose or sorbitol. The degree of compatibility between drug candidate and potential excipient is replicated through similar values of the solubility parameter.

Employing MD simulations, solubility parameters of PIDAA molecule were calculate and compared with solubility parameters of frequently used excipients such as PVP, maltose and sorbitol. Solubility parameters of title molecule as well as excipient substances have been summarized in [Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} .Table 8Solubility parameters of PIDAA and frequently used excipient substances.Table 8Compoundsδ (MPa^1/2^)Δδ (MPa^1/2^)N-Phenyliminodiacetic acid28.308--PVP18.5159.793Maltose28.5640.256Sorbitol32.4254.117

Solubility parameter δ of title molecule has the closest value to solubility parameter of maltose indicating that this molecule might be efficient excipient in case of the title molecule. A higher difference of 4.117 MPa^1/2^ is observed between the solubility parameters of PIDAA and sorbitol. Difference between title molecule and PVP solubility parameters has a maximum value of 9.793 MPa^1/2^. The compatibility of the excipient with the title compound has the following order: Maltose \> sorbitol \> PVP. This implies that using maltose as the excipient can improve the bioactivity of the drug.

3.13. Drug likeness {#s0100}
-------------------

Calculated values of the drug likeness parameters have been provided in [Table 9](#t0045){ref-type="table"} . For the initial classification of drug candidates, it is important to consider the famous Lipinski\'s rule of five \[[@bb0475],[@bb0480]\]. The parameter indicating lipophilicity/hydrophobicity, the AlogP, in case of the PIDAA is equal to 0.904, which is much lower than the values defined by Congreeve et al. \[[@bb0485]\], according to which logP values should be lower than 3. AlogP value of PIDAA indicates that this molecule might be considered as a lead drug candidate. HBD and HBA should be \<5 and 10, respectively, and these conditions are also fulfilled in case of PIDAA. The number of rotatable bonds is also within the desired range. PSA should be lower than 140 Å^2^, while molar refractivity according to Ghose et al. \[[@bb0490]\] should take values in the range between 40 and 130. Conditions for both PSA and molar refractivity are satisfied, further emphasizing the pharmaceutical potential of PIDAA.Table 9Drug likeness parameters of PIDAA.Table 9DescriptorValuesHydrogen bond donor (HBD)0Hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA)0AlogP0.904Polar surface area (PSA) \[Å^2^\]77.840Molar refractivity52.656Number of atoms26Number of rotatable bonds5

The biological activities of a group of SARSs drugs that are commercially available such as Lopinavir, Oseltamivir and Ribavirin \[[@bb0005], [@bb0010], [@bb0015], [@bb0020], [@bb0025]\] along with the title molecule PIDAA are related to various physiochemical parameters as seen in Table S3 in order to analyze if the later possess traits to be considered as a good SARS drug candidate. The low softness value of the title molecule, with value almost equal to that of Oseltamivir suggests the non-toxic nature while the comparable electrophilicity index with the other drugs (greater than Oseltamivir and Lopinavir) shows the biological activity. The comparison drawn between the physiochemical parameters of the drugs with the title compound provides further evidence that the title molecule is a potential SARS drug.

3.14. Molecular docking studies {#s0105}
-------------------------------

Docking aids in the explication of the most energetically favorable binding pose of a ligand to its receptor in terms of the binding energy. The objective of our current docking study is to elucidate the mode of interaction of the ligand PIDAA with the protein 4APH, an Angiotensin converting enzyme, thus studying its prospective as a SARS drug. Target protein, 4APH was retrieved from the Protein Data Bank. All bound waters and cofactors were removed from the protein manually, Geisteger and Kollman charges were computed, polar hydrogen atoms were added subsequently and the AutoDock atom types were defined using AUTODOCK.

The Ramachandran plot \[[@bb0495]\] which displays the phi-psi torsion angles for all residues in the structure is shown in [Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"} . It can be observed that most of the amino acids (95.2%) were present in the darkest region depicted here as red while no residues where present in the disallowed regions. This ensures that the selected protein is highly stable in nature.Fig. 13Ramachandran plot of 4APH protein.Fig. 13

The Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm (LGA) was implemented in the AutoDock software for docking which has enhanced performance since it adds local minimization to the genetic algorithm and thus enabling modification of the gene population. On the basis of the binding energy, the docked conformations of the ligand were ranked into clusters and the top ranked conformations were visualized. The best conformation binding free energy was predicted to be −6.66 kcal/mol and the binding amino acid residues are shown in [Table 10](#t0050){ref-type="table"} . The binding mode diagram is shown in [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"} and this confirms the formation of interactions.Table 10Hydrogen bonding and molecular docking of PIDAA with 4APH protein target.Table 10LigandProtein PDB IDBinding amino acid residuesBinding energy\
(kcal/mol)Inhibition constant\
(uM)Ligand efficiency![](t1_lrg.gif)[4APH](pdb:4APH){#ir0005}LYS′395/HZ2 with 13 atoms;\
GLY′362 with 4 atoms;\
LYS′363/HZ2 with 13 atoms;\
LYS′363/HZ3 with 13 atoms−6.66502.53−0.3Fig. 14PIDAA embedded in the active site of 4APH protein (2D and 3D representation).Fig. 14

4. Conclusion {#s0110}
=============

The optimization of structural geometry of PIDAA was done by B3LYP DFT functional which confirms the molecular geometry. Hyperconjugative interactions in NBO analysis support intramolecular nature of hydrogen bonding and charge transfer interactions where the electron donating from LP(2)O15 → π\* (C12-O14) showed a maximum stabilization of 48.65 kJ/mol. The polar (θ) and azimuthal (ɸ) angles of the vector from the nucleus along with the deviation angle were used to specify the direction of a hybrid. The atomic charge calculations of the PIDAA showed O10 atom has the highest value of −0.269 e which is mainly due to the polar nature of the carbonyl group. Solid state UV spectroscopic analysis indicated π → π\* and n → π\* transitions of PIDAA with an energy gap of 4.536 eV in the third excited state. The chemical hardness (2.375) specified compound stability, low chemical softness (0.210) signified non-toxicity while the electrophilicity index (2.294) was a descriptor of biological activeness of PIDAA. The molecular structure of PIDAA was ascertained by using FT-IR and FT- Raman spectroscopic studies and vibrational assignments were analyzed. ELF studies showed the stronger chemical bonding between CH bonds due to the overlap of the sp. orbital of carbon with the s orbital of the hydrogen which is electronically more stable. MEP surface identifies oxygen atoms to be sensitive towards the electrophilic attacks, while ALIE surface identifies nitrogen atom and carbon atoms of the benzene ring to be sensitive towards the electrophilic attacks. DFT calculations indicate sensitivity towards the autoxidation mechanism, since H-BDE values of 6 hydrogen atom are having values lower than 85 kcal/mol. Maltose as the excipient can improve the bioactivity of the drug. The pharmaceutical potential of PIDAA is also indicated by the representative values of drug likeness parameters. The low stabilization energy as observed from the NBO results between the carbon nitrogen bonds was reflected as comparatively low values in the LOL figure and a distortion between the N1-C9 atoms. The biological activity of the molecule in terms of molecular docking has been analyzed theoretically for the treatment of SARS and minimum binding energy of −6.66 kcal/mol calculated.
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[^1]: E(2) means energy of hyper conjugative interaction (stabilization energy).

[^2]: E(j) -- E(i) is the energy difference between donor i and acceptor j.

[^3]: F(i,j) is the Fock matrix element between i and j NBO orbital\'s.

[^4]: Scaling factor: 0.96 above 3000 cm^−1^ and 0.961 below 3000 cm^−1^ for B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)

[^5]: Relative absorption intensities normalized with highest peak absorption equal to 100.

[^6]: Relative Raman intensities normalized to 100.

[^7]: γ-Stretching, β- bending, ω -- out of plane, τ-torsion, vs-very strong, s- strong, m-medium, w-weak.
